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The Method of Color Formalization
of the Level of Information Security Risk*

The method of color formalization of the level of information security risk is proposed. The main
goal of this method is reflecting of the overall risk to ensure the confidentiality, integrity and
availability of information in one color using the additive color RGB model. The approach to the
formalized presentation of the level of information security risk consider the confidentiality, in-
tegrity, availability and observability of one color with help of four color CMYK. Auto-typing is
also considered.
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This formalized presentation of information security risk assessments is carried

out in the following ways: risk tree, rose (star) risk, helix risk, risk map, corridor

of acceptable level of risk (corridor of tolerance of risks) [1—6]. The most obvi-

ous way to present a risk according to its quantitative assessment is a risk map

[5]. The assessment of information security risks is displayed on the map as a re-

sult of multiplying the likelihood of the threat being implemented and the

amount of losses. At the same time, the owner of the organization, at its own dis-

cretion, must determine the eligibility criteria. Frequently, not knowing what

exactly this criterion determines, what kind of losses are acceptable for the activi-

ties of its organization, and which are already critical. Similar way to set require-
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ments for the information security management system

which is being designed has a number of drawbacks.

Firstly, this is the discreteness of the step of risk values

changes. In particular, it raises the complexity of inter-

preting the ranges of such changes, for example, from

12 to 20. This is due to the dependence of the choice of

risk management measures and components of the in-

formation security management system from the sub-

jective point of view of the expert, depending on the

judgments of the experts, the absence of other formal

requirements for the design of the indicated systems

[7—10]. To solve this problem, in [11] proposed the use of continuous maps, but

the question of criteria for displaying the level of risk in color was not resolved.

The basis of risk level interpretation of information security is the method of

color discrepancies [12]. The method widely used in color television. The es-

sence of this idea is to describe the risk of information security through the three

properties of information: confidentiality, integrity and accessibility. Then the

model of additive information security risk can be represented as follows:

H p H p H p Rc c i i a a� � � , (1)

where H pc c — the risk of confidentiality; H pi i — the integrity risk; H pa a —

the accessibility risk; R — overall risk.

The interpretation of such a model is the indication of a single risk in one

color. In television, the three concepts of accuracy of image reproduction are

commonly used: physical accuracy (correspondence of the spectral components

of the original and the image), physiological accuracy (visual non-differentia-

tion of colors), psychological accuracy (high subjective evaluation of color re-

production quality). The concept of physical precision formulates the condition

of reproduction not of color, but of the beam of radiation. Therefore, for color re-

production, a condition of physiological or colorimetric accuracy is necessary

and sufficient, that is, the accuracy of reproduction of colors can be either

colorimetric or psychological [13]. In order to assess color discrepancies, it is

necessary that the distance in the color space between the points match two dif-

ferent colors corresponding to visually equal differences of these colors.
Existing methods and metrics for evaluating the quality of reproduction of

color images do not fully take into account the specifics of human perception of
differences in color. They are based on experimental data. Experimental data
of threshold and ultra-high color differences are published in the works of
Macadam [14], Brown [15], Vyshetsky [16]. The methodology for conducting
these experiments was based on the technology of mixing three basic colors to
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Fig. 1. Additive color mo-
del RGB
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Fig. 2. Gradient

Fig. 3. Gradient boundaries
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obtain the desired color for the comparison with a fixed color stimulus in com-
puter technology, color transfer occurs in accordance with color representation
models RGB and CMYK. The idea of using color representation RGB and
CMYK models to formalize the level of information securty risk was developed
with participation of prof. V.V. Mokhor. As part of the existing paradigm of in-
formation protection, which is to ensure confidentiality, integrity and availabi-
lity, it is expedient to use an additive RGB model (Fig. 1). It should be noted that
each of the RGB colors (red, green, blue) has 256 values (from 0 to 255), in turn,
the scale of risk assessment has 100 values. Given the above, the question aris
about the choice of a set of color values that will be used to indicate the level of
information security risk.

In order to eliminate the uncertainties in the subsequent presentation of the

material, it is expedient to determine the term gradient — an orderly set of color

values (Fig. 2). To indicate the level of information security risk, we set the fol-

lowing limits of the gradient — from 28 to 227 (200 values) (Fig. 3).

The choice of 200 values is based on the fact that the colors at the beginning

and at the end of the gradient are difficult to distinguish by human (Fig. 4), also

when applying a scale of 100.

It is possble that we will observe shades of gray at the same risk values (Fig.

5, a). From the pool of 200 values for each color it becomes possible to avoid the

above situation by alternating pair and non-even values for each color. For ex-

ample: R = {28, 30, 32...226}, G = {29, 31, 32...227}, B = {28, 30, 32...226}.

With this approach we get the following result (Fig. 5, b).

Taking into account the requirements of current legislation of Ukraine and

normative documents in the field of information protection, in particular ND TPI

2.5-004-99, the paradigm of information security in our state contains four fol-

lowing components: confidentiality, integrity, accessibility, observation.

To determine the overall risk R, we use the following model:

H p H p H p H p Rc c i i a a o o� � � � , (2)

where H po o — risk of observation.
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a b

Fig. 5. Gray tint with the same color values (a) color with two identical color values (b)



The CMYK four-color model (Fig. 6) will be useful for formalizing this

model. The CMYK model has some differences from the RGB model, in terms

of the number of values that describe each color (Fig. 7).

In the CMYK model, each color is described by 100 values that can be cor-

related with RGB colors, but it is worth noting that non-RGB colors have a

conformity in CMYK.

Conclusions

The formalization of the values of risk for the information asset using color is

easier to perceive from the methods described earlier in the study. It facilitates a

quick, objective decision-making by the manager and helps to provide a more

fully assess of the information security of organization, which makes the use of

color models RGB and CMYK a promising field of research in risk manage-

ment.
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Fig. 7. Characteristics of the CMYK modelFig. 6. Model CMYK
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